Review of South West One (SWO) AP IT Controls
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Introduction
1. As part of our 2012/13 interim audit we have completed a high level review of the IT controls operated by IBM over SWO and the system
provided under SAP. Somerset County Council shares use of the SWO system with Avon and Somerset Police and Taunton Deane District
Borough Council. Since inception of the contract with IBM has provided the service under a single 'software as a service licence' (SAAS).
SAAS is not uncommon as it enables costs to be shared across a number of clients.

2. SAP maintains separation of accounting between the entities in two ways:
1. It can act as a single system (known as a SAP client) which separates accounts by trial balance codes (known as company codes). This
method is suitable for large companies who have several subsidiaries that have their own legal status. This method allows for
consolidation of accounts at group level. At a technical level, it uses a shared database schema that stores a shared set of configuration
parameters and a shared set of users. Each table in the database contains data from each of the trial balance codes. Access to data is
restricted through the SAP security model and requires careful fine grained access permissions to be created to ensure adequate
restrictions. From the perspective of administration, this method represents the easiest method to manage as there is only a single
system to manage. It is likely to be the lowest cost model because of this. However, it is the least secure method to manage legal
entities that have no relation to each other.
2. The second method is a single system with multiple clients i.e. a client for each legal entity. In this case, each SAP client has its own
database schema, configuration parameters and users. This method can use multiple trial balance codes to separate accounts if an
organisation wishes, but, unlike the first method, the data in each client can be physically and logically separated from the data in
another client. Because the data lies in a different database schema it does not use a shared set of users, it has its own users. In this
model the security model only has to restrict access to specific functions and data since all users in the database belong to the entity
itself.
3. The contract that SCC entered into uses the first option above and we have therefore sought evidence as to how effective access controls
are being operated.
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Findings
4. We have set out in Appendix 1 our detailed findings and recommendations but there are two significant issues that are set out below that
require the Council's urgent response.

5. Our review included two basic tests for access to unsecured custom programs and table access (SA38 and SM30/31). These are sensitive
SAP transactions that are difficult to implement with users because they give too much access across the system and should be restricted from
end users. We found different end users from each of the legal entities and this gives rise to potential security concerns. Given the shared
database scenario, if one user from Avon & Somerset Police has access to a SAP table (using SM30), then they have access to all of the data
in that table regardless of what data is in the table. As the database is shared, so are the tables and therefore this table will contain data
relevant to Avon & Somerset Police but also relevant to Somerset CC and Taunton BC.
6. We identified approximately 20 users who had access to SAP. We were informed by SWO that some of these users are seconded from the
three users bodies to SWO and that because some of them are police officers we could not be given their names. Thus you have a complex
situation where staff work for the respective legal entities but are seconded to SWOne.
7. As we are unable to identify these individuals we only have SWO's assurance that these are genuine seconded employees.
8. It is not clear if the respective entities are aware that data is not really segregated and that secondees could gain access to other entities
data. Even if SWO reduces the number of staff that have access to sensitive data they will not be able to reduce this type of cross entity
access to zero because of the single client they are using in SAP.
9. It should be noted that while we have identified this significant weakness in control we have no evidence of actual, inappropriate access or
changes to data. However, our review was not intended to go into this level of detail and further testing would be required to establish if
inappropriate access had been made.
10. In addition to the potential control risk, as SAP contains personally identifiable data that could be accessed by 'inappropriate' users there is
the potential for a challenge under the Data Protection legislation and fines levied by the Information Commissioner can be significant.
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Recommendation
11. The Council should:

1. Clarify immediately who has access to its data; who has accessed its data and whether there has been any unauthorised access to, or
changes made to its data.
2. Clarify if the current access controls leave the Council liable to challenge from the Information Commissioner.
Both of the above recommendations would best be implemented in conjunction with Avon and Somerset Police and Taunton Deane Borough
Council.
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Appendix 1: Internal control deficiencies; Summary of findings and
Recommendations.

Issue and risk
1

Recommendation

Priority

Implement a robust process to ensure leavers have all their IT
rights revoked in a timely manner and that any changes in
status are notified to IT immediately.

Medium

Review account lockout settings over the SAP GUI and ensure
that user accounts are locked out where the number of failed
attempts to gain entry has been reached (maximum of 6 failed
attempts). Furthermore, management should ensure that
invalid attempts and account lockouts are regularly reviewed
using report RSUSR006.

Medium

Active Directory – Timely Removal of Access
The Council has a Changes/Leavers form for line manager to
complete to notify IT of leavers. However, the form is not always
completed and reliance is placed on HR department notifying IT of
changes or leavers. HR only process these changes on a monthly
basis which means that active accounts could remain dormant for
up to 4 weeks before being disabled.
There is a risk that leaver's accounts could be used by current
members of staff to gain unauthorised access to sensitive
information or be able to manipulate data that will not be
attributable to their accounts.
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SAP - Intruder Lockout Controls/Monitoring
Where users are authenticated by SAP controls rather than Tivoli
Access Manager (TAM), users are not locked out if they fail to
provide the correct password after a given number of attempts.
This increases the chances that the account will be compromised
over a period of time and the greater the chance that unsuccessful
attempts will go undetected. A reasonable number is a maximum of
6 attempts, after which the account should be locked and user
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Issue and risk

Recommendation

initiated lockouts should be investigated by security personnel.

Privilege accounts should be given user names that are
randomly generated.

Priority

Furthermore, management do not investigate login failures on high
risk or privileged user accounts.
The SAP system resets the counter on a daily basis and therefore
the most effective review frequency is daily. This setting is hard
coded and cannot be extended for a longer period.
Some privileged accounts have user names that may identify them
as privileged. To avoid this some councils use randomly generated
user names for all user accounts.
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SAP Password Controls
We noted the following SAP password controls issues:
1. Not currently enforcing 'strong' passwords by the use of a
special character and/or numeric character;
2. No minimum password length; and
3. No password expiration period.

The lack of strong/complex passwords facilitates password
guessing and may potentially allow the system to be compromised
by unauthorised users.
Where passwords do not expire, there is a risk that they will
become vulnerable to being disclosed over time and can therefore
provide access to the system and data
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Password controls should be improved by the implementation
and enforcement of:
1. Increased password complexity by enforcing a special
character and/or numerical character in the password
string.
2. Password dictionary controls to prevent the use of
common words as passwords;
3. A minimum password length; and
4. A forced password change interval to expire after a
reasonable amount of time. It is recommended that
passwords are changed between 60 and 90 days.

Medium

Issue and risk
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Recommendation

Priority

SAP Default Passwords
The SAP default accounts use powerful profiles that give full access Default or trivial passwords for SAP should be changed
to the productive or installation reference system. Default
immediately and regularly thereafter.
passwords were still assigned to default accounts:

Medium

TMSADM
EARLYWATCH
SAPCPIC

Continued use of the default passwords significantly reduces the
effectiveness of password controls and increase the risk of
unauthorised access.
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SAP Segregation of Duties
There is no segregation between users who are capable of
programming and users who have a batch administration or
operations role.
The lack of segregation between programming, operations and
management prevents adequate controls being exercised which
could lead to unauthorised changes being made to the system.
Without management segregation the risk of unauthorised changes
remaining undetected is increased.
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1. Segregation should be maintained between
programmers and those who administer programs that
are run as batch processes. Programmers should not
have access to change batch programs in production
nor select which programs are run.
2. Where there are difficulties in separating the functions,
mitigating controls should be considered that
periodically review changes made to the batch
programs and ensure that changes are authorised.

Medium

Issue and risk
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The failure to maintain separation between programming
responsibilities and system security can potentially allow system
security parameters to be compromised and unauthorised data
changes to be go undetected.

Programmers should be restricted from having any operational Medium
access in the production environment which is best achieved by
removing their user record. Temporary production access may
be appropriate for certain change projects, however it is
recommended that such access is removed after a defined
period of time or closure of the project.

Segregation of Duties – SAP Transports
The user, 'LKING' has the ability to transport changes made in the
development environment directly to the production environment
via STMS transport tools. A user can therefore make a change in
the development system and pass it through to production system
without anyone else being involved. A segregation of duties is
essential to avoid this potential weakness.
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Priority

SAP Segregation of Duties – Programming/Security
There is inadequate separation of responsibilities for programming
from security or other operational functions.
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Recommendation

Programmers should:
•

be restricted from accessing SAP transport utilities.
This should be achieved by removing all user records
for programmers.

•

not have any privileged access to the operating system
on the SAP server or have the ability to remotely call
the SAP transport program 'tp'.

High
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SAP Direct Access to Production
Programmers have direct access to the final working version of the
system rather than making sure that changes are made in
development and only transferred to production following suitable
change controls, testing and authorisation.

Ensure that all development keys are removed from the
production environment to ensure that direct changes are not
applied without an approved transport.

High

Ensure that access to the RZ10 transaction code is restricted to
the system administrator and the EMERGENCY or firefighter user ID. No end users or other IT staff should have
access to this transaction.

High

The SAP_ALL profile should be reserved for use within an
emergency or fire-fighter type ID that can be locked when not
in use. SAP ALL access should be time limited and its use
monitored.

High

Direct access to programming editing tools in the production
environment represents a high risk to the organisation as it allows
unauthorised changes to be made to data and programs.
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SAP Excessive Privileges – RZ10
The RZ10 transaction allows many system security and operational
parameters to be switched off or changed. It should be used only
where there is approval from management under a change control
process. At present it is not appropriately restricted and12 dialogue
users have access.
Inappropriate use of the RZ10 transaction can expose the SAP
system to security breaches and other operational problems.
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SAP Excessive Privileges - SAP All Privilege
The review noted the SAP_ALL profile had been allocated to the
following users:
SUPPORT
CSMADM
DDIC
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The SAP_ALL authorisation profile contains virtually full system
rights and should not be used with any dialogue type accounts
within the production environment. The profile provides access to
all IT functions as well as business transactions which with misuse
can cause operational instability and financial misstatements.
Restricting the use of SAP_ALL to an emergency or fire-fighter
type account can limit the use of such accounts through limiting
their period of validity. It also enables monitoring of when the
account has been used by referring to the SAP change document
log contained in the report RSUSR002.
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SAP Excessive Privileges – SA38
It was noted that 26 users had access to the SA38 privilege. The
use of the transaction code SA38 in the production environment
should be highly restricted since it provides access to run custom
programs that have not been secured with authorisation objects or
authorisation groups, thereby allowing the user to access
functionality and data not associated with their normal SAP role.
This could expose the organisations data to users who do not work
directly for the organisation.
It should be noted that in many SAP implementations, custom
programs may be inherited from legacy SAP installations and new
custom programs may not have been programmed using authority
checks. Access to SA38 provides full access to any program that
does not contain an authority check and can therefore circumvent
the standard SAP authorisation model.
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The use of SA38 should be restricted to system administrators
and personnel who have been given permission to access all
custom programs and data.

High
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SAP Excessive Privileges – SCC4
Access to the client administration transaction code SCC4 has not
been restricted. 8 accounts were identified with this privilege.
The client administration function provided by SCC4 allows the
SAP client to be opened for changes which if done in an
inappropriate or unauthorised manner can have significant
consequences for the integrity of the data within the system.
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High

Ensure that customisable tables are adequately protected by
preventing users from using the SM30 or SM31 transaction
code. Where this is not possible due to business requirements
customisable tables should be protected via authorisation
groups and users restricted in their access those authorisation
groups. At a very minimum, no user with access to SM30 and
SM31 should have a wild card entry (*) in the DICBERCLS
field of the S_TABU_DIS authorisation object. In all cases
where users (both IT and end user) have access to SM30 and
SM31, management should consider logging the use of these
transactions and should review them periodically.

High

SAP Access to Sensitive Tables SM30/SM31
The organisation has 22 users with access to sensitive table data
editing transactions SM30 and SM31. A review of the
organisations that these individuals work for identified a mixture of
IBM, Somerset County Council, Taunton Deane Borough Council,
Avon & Somerset Police and EPIUSE. All have been seconded to
SW One, with the exception of IBM and the EPIUSE user. Access
in all cases was authorised by SW One.
Access to these transactions under certain conditions can allow
customised data tables to be edited directly, potentially resulting in
unauthorised entries or database integrity problems.
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Client administration function should be restricted to the
system administrator and the emergency user or fire-fighter ID.
Management should regularly review the SCC4 change log to
ascertain if the SAP client has been opened with proper
authorisation.

